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Lifetime Achievement Award
- Nancy Evans, Iowa State University

Contribution to Knowledge
- Susan Robb Jones, The Ohio State University
- Kristen A. Renn, Michigan State University

Presidential Citation
- Sandra M. Estanek, Canisius College

Esther Lloyd-Jones Professional Service Award
- Myra Morgan, University of Florida

Excellence in Practice Award
- Mindi Levin, Johns Hopkins University

Collaborative Excellence Award
- On-Going Partnership
  Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies
  Florida State University

- One Time Event Partnership
  Move In 2014 & Getting Your Bearings Program
  University of California, Berkeley

Champion of Sustainability
- Residence Life, Housing & Dining Services
  University of Colorado Boulder

Voices of Inclusion
  Individual Award – Chicora Martin, University of Oregon

Exemplary Program Award –
Frederick Douglass Distinguished Scholars Program
American University

Senior Scholar Diplomates
- Barbara Jacoby, University of Maryland, College Park
- Vasti Torres, University of South Florida

Senior Scholars
- Raechelle L. Pope, University at Buffalo, SUNY
- Jillian Kinzie, Indiana University
- Vasti Torres, University of South Florida
- Barbara Jacoby, University of Maryland, College Park

Emerging Scholars
- Cassie L. Barnhardt, University of Iowa
- Natasha N. Croom, Iowa State University
- Michael Hevel, University of Arkansas
- Ezekiel Kimball, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
- Lucy LePeau, Indiana University, Bloomington
- Donald Mitchell, Jr., Grand Valley State University
- Mahauganee Shaw, Miami University

Marylu McEwen Dissertation of the Year Award
- Kasey Ashton, NC State University

Annuitt Coeptis 2015
These individuals are honored for their contributions to the fields of administration, teaching, research, and publications. Service to ACPA and leadership are also factors that should be considered. This award celebrates the lives of Philip A. Tripp and Ursula Delworth, who dearly loved to challenge their contemporaries and junior colleagues in a spirit of personal and professional sharing, good humor, and intellectual debates. The Latin phrase, annuit coeptis, reflects Professor Tripp’s optimism for the future by suggesting that “He has smiled upon that which we have begun.”

Annuitt Coeptis – Senior Professionals
- Holley Belch, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
- Ruth Harper, South Dakota State University
- Kent Porterfield, Saint Louis University
Annuit Coeptis – Emerging Professionals

- Danielle Morgan Acosta, Florida State University
- Lucy LePeau, Indiana University, Bloomington
- Brian McGowan, Indiana State University
- Lindsay Peck, Indiana State University
- Sarah Cantrell Perkins, Georgia Institute of Technology

COMMISSION AWARDS

Overall Commission Awards

Distinguished Commission Chair Award
Korine Steinke Wawrzynski, Michigan State University

Distinguished Commission Directorate Member
Tricia Seifert, Montana State University

Overall Distinguished Commission
Commission for Housing & Residential Life

Excellent Contribution to ACPA Strategic Priorities
Commission for Social Justice Educators

Excellence in Research and Practice
Commission for Spirituality, Faith, Religion, and Meaning

Commission for Academic Support in Higher Education

Commitment to Excellence in Academic Support
James Breslin, University of Kentucky

Outstanding New Professional
Sy Bridenbaugh, University of Kentucky

Commitment to Excellence Award
Anna Sharpe, University of Kentucky

Academic Support Initiative
Office of Adult Learner Programs, Kennesaw State University

Commission for Administrative Leadership

Outstanding Contribution to CAL
Melinda Farmer, American Campus Communities

Outstanding New Professional
Richard Goldschein, Towson University

Outstanding Mid-Level Professional
Suzanne McGillicuddy, Fashion Institute of Technology

Outstanding Senior Level Professional
Patricia Perillo, Virginia Tech

Award for Excellence in Institutional Change
Anthony Altieri, Lynn University

Commission for Admissions, Orientation, and First-Year Experience

Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award
Nico Bartulski, Portland State University

Outstanding Graduate Student Award
Monica Hanna, Rutgers University

Outstanding Program/Project Award
Face of #NYUWelcomeWeek, New York University

Outstanding New Professional Award
Alexandra Robie, University of Arizona

Outstanding Experienced Professional Award 11+ years
Robert Jason Cottrell, North Carolina Central University

Outstanding Experienced Professionals Award 5-10 years
Jody Burke, Memorial University

Outstanding Collaborative Initiative
Engaged Living Program, Furman University
Commission for Campus Safety and Emergency Preparedness

Distinguished Service
Kathy Adams Riester, University of Arizona

Outstanding Contribution to the Commission
Catherine L. Green, University of California - Santa Cruz

Commission for Career Services

Distinguished Service Award
Joslyn Bedell, Virginia Commonwealth University

Outstanding Directorate Member
Ashleigh Brock, University of Richmond

Rising Star Award
Jake Nelko, University of Washington Tacoma

Innovation Award
- Lesa Shouse, University of South Florida St. Petersburg
- Christine Cruzvergara, George Mason University

Commission for Commuter Students and Adult Learners

Outstanding Service to the Commission
Andrea Gustafson, SUNY Buffalo State

Outstanding Achievement by a Student
Joe Seelye, University of Louisville

Outstanding Use of Social Media
Commuter Students Programs/First Year Experience, University of Pittsburgh

Outstanding Program for Adult Learners
Off Campus Connections, University of Arkansas

Outstanding Program for Commuter Students
Pit Stop Program, Rochester Institute of Technology

Outstanding Achievement by a New Student Affairs Professional
Samantha Fehr, University of Arkansas - Fayetteville

Outstanding Achievement by an Experienced Student Affairs Professional
Alison Wells, University of Houston

Commission for Counseling and Psychological Services

Counseling and Psychological Services Early Career Achievement Award
Monica Williams, Georgia Southern University

Commission for Global Dimensions of Student Development

Golden Jubilee Award for Leadership
Kristen Renn, Michigan State University

Service to the Commission for the Global Dimensions of Student Development and to ACPA
- Robert Coffey, Michigan State University
- Tricia Seifert, Montana State University

Outstanding International Program
- Evan Witt, Hamad Bin Khalifa University, Qatar Foundation
- Kevin D’Arco, Carnegie Mellon University - Qatar
- Ramsey Jabaji, University of Maryland

Excellence in International Education Research
Wincy Li, Ryerson University

Service to the International Community
Harvey Charles, Northern Arizona University

Commission for Graduate and Professional Student Affairs

Outstanding Innovative Program Award
Brian Haggerty, University at Buffalo

Outstanding Contribution to Scholarship
Jacqueline Hodes, West Chester University of Pennsylvania
Commission for Housing and Residential Life

Outstanding Undergraduate Student Staff Member
William Rehrig, University of Delaware

Outstanding New Professional in Residential Life
Joslyn Brown, University of South Carolina

Outstanding Innovation in Housing and Residential Life
Resident Assistant Internship & Leadership Exploration Program, University of Delaware

Outstanding Graduate Student Staff Member
Keighla Burns, University of South Carolina

Outstanding Experienced Professional Award (4-9 years)
Christina King, University of Delaware

Outstanding Experienced Professional Award (10+ years)
Kohya Lu, University of Massachusetts Lowell

Excellence in Sustainability (Program/Innovation)
The HenStock Committee, University of Delaware

Excellence in Sustainability – Individual
Dillon Kimmel, University of Delaware

Excellence in Service Award
Kevin McSweeney, University of Delaware

Commission for Professional Preparation

Faculty Research Grant
• Kathleen M. Boyle, University of St. Thomas
• Victoria Svoboda, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse

Nevitt Sanford Award
Tara Hudson, North Carolina State University

Gerald Saddlemire Masters Research Award
Kathryn Angeles, George Mason University

Burns B. Crookston Doctoral Research Award
Denise William, Iowa State University

Robert Christie Essay Award
Alandis Johnson, Miami University

Commission for Recreation and Athletics

Distinguished Scholar Award
Eric Snyder, University of Oklahoma

Outstanding Contribution to Recreation and Athletics
Kristina Navarro, University of Wisconsin - Whitewater

Commission for Social Justice Educators

Innovative Response, Social Justice
Brice Mickey and the Racial Awareness Program, "Let's talk about it." University of Cincinatti

Exemplary Social Justice Contribution by a Graduate Student
Justin Shreve, University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Outstanding Social Justice Educator, Trainer, or Mentor
Heather Lou, University of California, Davis

Commission for Spirituality, Faith, Religion and Meaning

Outstanding Program
Hillel International - Ask Big Questions, Hillel International

Outstanding Research
Alyssa Rockenbach, North Carolina State University

Commission for Student Conduct & Legal Issues

Outstanding Service to the Commission
Ardy Gonyer, Bowling Green State University

Award for Student Impact
Office of Student Life, Loyola University Maryland

New Professional of the Year Award
Anna Krase, Indiana University
Commission for Student Involvement

Research Grant Award
Sarah Schoper, Western Illinois University

Outstanding Service to the Commission
Derek C. Bundy, University of Chicago

Outstanding Program
Start With Service, Rutgers University

Outstanding Senior Level Professional
Sarah Cunningham, University of Chicago

Outstanding Mid-Level Professional
Theresa Osorio, Lynn University

Outstanding Masters Level Graduate Student
Alexis King, Colorado State University-Pueblo

Outstanding New Professional
Marc Paulo Guzman, University of Virginia

Commission for Wellness

Outstanding Wellness Program
MoneySmarts, Indiana University

Emerging Outstanding Professional in Wellness
Morgan McMillan, Indiana University

Outstanding Professional in Wellness
Phil Schuman, Indiana University

STANDING COMMITTEE AWARDS

Overall Standing Committees

Standing Committee Advocate Award
- Paul Brown, Boston College
- John Hernandez, Santiago Canyon College
- Danielle Morgan Acosta, Florida State University
- Jason Laker, San Jose State University
- Z Nicolazzo, Miami University of Ohio
- Dafina-Lazarus Stewart, Bowling Green State University

Standing Committee on Disability

Disability Leadership Award
Kirsten Brown, University of Wisconsin

Alice A. Mitchell Ally Award
Alisha Abbott, Saint Louis University

Standing Committee for Graduate Students & New Professionals

Outstanding Dedication to Professional Service
Brian Hopkins, Stony Brook University

Outstanding New Professional
Lyston Skerritt, Wichita State University

Outstanding Mentor to New Professionals
Ann Marie Klotz, New York Institute of Technology

Outstanding Mentor to Graduate Students
Sherry Early, Ohio University

Outstanding Masters Student
Ruby Murillo, Miami University of Ohio

Outstanding Doctoral Student
Jarrett Warshaw, University of Georgia
Standing Committee for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Awareness

Julie B. Elkins Outstanding Service Award
Danielle Nied, Saint Louis University

Val DuMontier New Professional Award
Andy Cofino, Princeton University

Public Service Award
Jonathan Pryor, University of Missouri-Kansas City

Research Recognition Award
Burr Hartman, Indiana State University

Standing Committee on Men & Masculinities

Outstanding Men’s Program
Jonathan McElderry and the Mizzou Black Men’s Initiative, University of Missouri

Outstanding Graduate/New Professional
Brett Moody, Western Illinois University

Outstanding Research Award
Rachel L. Wagner, Iowa State University

Emerging Research Award
Cristobal Salinas, Jr., Iowa State University

Standing Committee for Multicultural Affairs

Outstanding Contributions to CMA
Laila Ilham McCloud, Elmhurst College

Outstanding New Professional
Kelvin Rutledge, Florida State University

Outstanding Graduate Student
Vincent T. Harris, M. Ed., Louisiana State University

Outstanding Contributions to Multicultural Education
Lorena Marquez, Cal Poly Pomona

Native American Network

2015 Danielle Terrance Courage Award
John Garland, Alabama State University

Pan African Network

Outstanding New Professional
Cameron Beatty, Iowa State University

Erica Holloman Award
Jonathan McElderry, University of Missouri

Outstanding Graduate Student
Tonisha B. Lane, Michigan State University

Asian Pacific American Network

Outstanding Graduate Student
Trina Tan, University of Vermont

Outstanding Contribution to APIDA Mentoring
Alina Wong, Barnard College

Standing Committee for Women

Jodie Castanza Outstanding Service Award
Jennifer Ferrell, Keene State College

Wise Woman
- Hind Mari, Women of Color Leadership Network at the Center for Women & Community - University of Massachusetts Amherst
- Penny Pasque, University of Oklahoma

Research & Scholarship
Christa J. Porter, Michigan State University

Outstanding Emerging Professional
Brittany Williams, Georgia Institute of Technology
State and International Division Awards

Outstanding State and International Division
Missouri College Personnel Association

Outstanding State and International Division Leader
Eileen Merberg, College Student Personnel Association of New York State

Outstanding State and International Division Innovation Award
Student Affairs (SA) Camp, Massachusetts College Personnel Association

Outstanding State and International Division Membership Award
On The Road & Coffee Talk Series, College Student Personnel Association of New York State

College Personnel Association of Colorado

Outstanding Service to the Association
Vicki Vanderwerf, University of Colorado Boulder

Significant Research/Publication
Amy Dinise Halter, Metropolitan State University of Denver

Outstanding Professional
Nicole Stella, University of Colorado Boulder

Outstanding Undergraduate Student Leader
Alec Walsh, Colorado State University

Outstanding New Professional
Ashley Grice, Colorado State University

Outstanding Graduate Student
Jonathan Rosario, Colorado State University

Outstanding Commitment to CPAC Organizational Growth
Jacob Kasper, Community College of Denver

Georgia College Personnel Association

Peach of a Program
Pamela Larde, Mercer University

Theodore K. Miller Award for Outstanding Professional Service
Shauna Netos-Webb, Georgia Institute of Technology

Roger B. Winston Outstanding New Professional Award
Lyric Sprinkle, Georgia Highlands College

Paul K. Jahr Award of Excellence
Laura Dean, The University of Georgia

Outstanding Graduate Student
Zoe Johnson, The University of Georgia

The Outstanding Student Learning Program
Robert Powell, Kennesaw State University

Kentucky College Personnel Association

Dr. Michael J. Cuyjet Outstanding Graduate Student Award
Charles Delp, University of Louisville

Innovator Award
Elizabeth Cassady, Bellarmine University

New Professional Award
Aaron Roberts, Transylvania University

Fred W. Rhodes Outstanding Service Award
Bridgette Pregliasco, University of Louisville

Maine Association of Student Affairs Professionals

Outstanding New Professional
Katherine Friedlander, University of Southern Maine

Outstanding Graduate Student
Kyle McAuliffe, University of Maine
**MASAP Collaboration in Student Affairs Award**
Daniel Tillapaugh, University of Maine

**Maryland College Personnel Association**

**Outstanding Support Staff Award**
Denise Smith, Harford Community College

**Outstanding Student Leader Award**
Tara Shishmanian, Stevenson University

**Outstanding Emerging Professional Award**
Purvi Patel, Loyola University Maryland

**Innovative Program Award**
Goucher Prison Education Partnership, Goucher College

**Dedication to the Association**
Lorrie Budd, The Community College of Baltimore County

**Dedication to Professional Service (10+ Years)**
Michael Post, Mount St. Mary’s University

**Dedication to Professional Service (5-10 Years)**
Christine Krieger, Goucher College

**Dedication to Diversity Award**
Denise Marjarum, Mount St. Mary’s University

**Massachusetts College Personnel Association**

**Outstanding Service to MCPA**
Jennifer Maitino, Wentworth Institute of Technology

**Academic Excellence Award**
Michael Siegel, Suffolk University

**Pillar of Mentorship Award**
Anne-Marie Kenney, Newbury College

**Accomplished Leader Award**
Sara Sheckells, Newbury College

**New Professional of the Year**
Kris Polk, Fitchburg State University

**Graduate Student of the Year**
Paul Bresnahan, MCPHS University

**Michigan College Personnel Association**

**John Zaugra Outstanding Research Publication Award**
Scott Mertes, Mid Michigan Community College

**Minnesota College Personnel Association**

**Voice of Inclusion Award**
Keelin Yenney, North Hennepin Community College

**New Professional of the Year**
Kristin Economos, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities

**Linda Schrempp Alberg Contribution to Minnesota Higher Education**
Penny Rosenthal, Minnesota State University, Mankato

**Missouri College Personnel Association**

**Professional Award**
Rebecca Maier, Northwest Missouri State University

**Stephen H. Petersen Graduate Student Award**
Tommy Joe Lucas Jr., Saint Louis University

**Richard Caple Award**
Casandra Harper, University of Missouri - Columbia

**New Professional Award**
- Sonya Bowman, State Fair Community College
- Katrina Grunzinger, State Fair Community College
- Lauren Snowden, Saint Louis University

**College Student Personnel Association of New York State**

**Distinguished Service to Higher Education**
Richard Herdlein, SUNY Buffalo State

**Outstanding Contribution to Social Justice**
Joan Horgan, The College of Saint Rose
North Carolina College Personnel Association

Outstanding Professional Contribution & Distinguished Scholar
Adriel Hilton, Western Carolina University

Program of the Year
Careers in Student Affairs Conference - Student Personnel
Administration in Higher Education Program
The University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Outstanding Service in Support of the Profession
Janie Long, Duke University

Outstanding Committee Member
James DeVita, The University of North Carolina at Wilmington

Outstanding New Professional
Jalonda Thompson, The University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Outstanding Graduate Student
Shauna Morin, North Carolina State University

Ohio College Personnel Association

Undergraduate Student Leader Award
Courtney De Schepper, Baldwin Wallace University

Robert F. Rodgers Graduate Student of the Year
Adan Hussain, The Ohio State University

Philip A. Tripp Distinguished Service Award
Peter Mather, Ohio University

Fayette M. Paulsen Accomplished Leader Award
Julie Snyder, Bowling Green State University

Innovative Program Award
Bowen Marshall, The Ohio State University

Mark G. Noffsinger New Professional Award
Luke Ahrens, Case Western Reserve University

Pennsylvania College Personnel Association

Outstanding New Professional
Allison Shumar, Duke University

Outstanding Graduate Student
Alyssa Caffarelli, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Ronald Lunardini Outstanding Mentoring Award
Kelley Kenney, Kutztown University of Pennsylvania

Joseph Merkle Outstanding Contribution to PCPA
Amanda Ries, Westminster College

South Carolina College Personnel Association

SCCPA Support Staff Award
Karen Gibson, Clemson University

Clarice W. Johnson Outstanding Professional Award
Jeffrey Brown, Clemson University

Walter T. Cox New Professional Award
Katie Maxwell, Clemson University

Paul P. Fidler Bridge Builder Award
Patrick Hickey, University of South Carolina

Charles Witten Service Award
Matthew Hammett, Wofford College

Carol Edens-Epps Outstanding Graduate Student Award
Cristina Perez, Clemson University

Wisconsin College Personnel Association

ACPA Scholarship
Sergio Perez, University of Wisconsin-River Falls

Anabelle E. Wolf Outstanding Service in College Student Personnel
Kathy Kruse, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Nora McGuire Outstanding Professional
Will Chapman, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Support Staff Recognition Award
Cindy Nevin, University of Wisconsin–Eau Claire

New Professional of the Year
Rosa Godinez, Edgewood College

Andrew Lutpak Undergraduate Student Leader Award
Miranda James, Beloit College

Program Award
Beloit College, Beloit College

ACPA AWARDS COMMITTEE

- Heather Shea Gasser, ACPA Director of Membership Development, Michigan State University
- Tierza Watts, ACPA Awards Co-Coordinator, Georgia Southern University
- John Fox, ACPA Awards Co-Coordinator, University of Colorado Boulder
- Aleasha Mayo, Member Relations Manager, ACPA International Office